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gowns to his moods.   There is a feminine streak in Charlie
that accounts for his sensitive understanding of situations
that are usually beyond the comprehension of most men.   I
have always regarded colour as an expression of a mood. There
are days when one feels like wearing red, other days when one
is drawn to blue ; there are white days and black days, and I
have often wondered how men could bear to wear the same
dismal-coloured   clothes  perpetually.   Charlie was compre-
hensible to me.   He would start the morning in a brown silk
robe lined with yellow, as the day advanced and the sun glared
he would change it for another brighter one.   He had them
of every colour and shade—orange, bine, violet and emerald.
He would sit quietly for some time, and then suddenly leap
off the revolving stand and seize his violin and play it walking
round the room.   Now and then we stopped for a cup of tea,
or a tune on the piano, or to take a breath of air on the sun-
bathed balcony, and Charlie in an orange gown with his towsled
hair standing on end would philosophize or impersonate.
Turning on the gramophone he would conduct an imaginary
orchestra.   It was entertaining but somewhat exhausting;
he gave me too little time to do my work.   I felt as if I were
drawn five or six ways.
At the end of the first day's work we went for a walk round
the hill-top. The air was still hot from the day's sun and full
of evening insect sounds. Dick scrambled about wildly,
whilst Charlie unburdened his soul of many theories. He tried
to tell me what he thought was the ultimate aim of all effort.
He was sure no artist would do great work until all petty
ambition was obliterated.
" There must be no dreams of posterity—no desire for
admiration—for these are not worth anything. You make
something because it means something to you. You work
because you have a superabundance of vital energy—not
only you can make children, but you find you can express
yourself in other ways. In the end it is all you—your work,
your thought, yours the conception and the happiness, yours
alone the satisfaction. Be brave enough to face the veil that
hides the world, to lift it and see and know the void it hides.

